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SOME ALTERNATIVES TO POSTCARDS

Looking for something slightly different to illustrate a particular theme on your album page or display
sheet ? Why not turn to cigarette cards for a change. I found those illustrated above and at the top of
Page 10 overleaf in sets of British cards produced by John Player and Sons ('International Air Liners'),
W.D. and H.O. Wills ('Railway Engines') and W.A. and A.C. Churchman ('Wonderful Railway Travel').
It speaks volumes for Swiss civil engineering that no less than 11 of the 50 subjects in the 'Wonderful
Railway Travel' set featured structures on the Swiss railway system.
Cigarette cards may have gone out of fashion, but they can still provide a colourful addition to the 'story'
and will certainly make it easier to persuade the casual viewer that 'Swiss collecting' is a very interesting
hobby. I expect many of you have a small collection of attractive Swiss sugar- and chocolate-wrappers
which you picked up in your childhood (or since ?), but who knows if there were collectable cards in
Swiss cigarette or tea packets ? If anyone can inform me of other 'Swiss related' cigarette cards (British,
Swiss or otherwise), please do so – Editor.
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ANY ANSWERS ?
It's Winter and there may be the occasional day when inclement weather prohibits you venturing out.
What better time to thumb through back-copies of your Newsletter and have another look at some of the
questions that have been posed by members over the last year or so. We have received a number of
useful answers that have been published in the Newsletter, but we still need more. May I suggest you
look at the queries raised in the following articles published in 2009 – 'Miniature Sheet Fakes' (P. 29) ;
'An Unusual Black Print' (P. 52) ; 'Telephone Nachnahme Cards' (P. 55) ; '1934 Express Covers to
Gebruder Sulzer Winterthur' (P. 64) ; 'Missing Date of Posting' (P. 77) ; 'Postage Due from Hopedale' (P.
85).
And in 2010 – 'A Query Regarding a Doppelmarke Booklet' (ref. P. 15) ; 'Bi-Lingual Cancels in the
Valais' (P. 16) ; 'The Swiss Post Office as Debt Collector' (P. 17/20) ; 'A Query from Cademario' (P. 25) ;
'Is This a Discovery of a New Perfin ?' (P. 32); 'Mail to St. Gallen' (P. 84) ; 'Postage Due Items' (P. 85) ; 'A
Plea for Help' (P. 101); and finally, in 2011 - 'La Gloire Qui Chante' (P. 2). If you have responded directly
to the author of a 'query' please let the Editor know so that all our members can benefit from your
knowledge.
Has anyone found more examples of : the 'Missing Colours' variety (2009 P. 9) ; Strubel covers mailed
from Geneva to Jersey City, USA (2009 P. 80) ; UPU 1900 Issue (2009 P. 86) ; philatelic souvenir sheets
showing Swiss stamps (2010 P. 17) ; use of the Morcote circled-T handstamp (2010 P. 20) ; UPG sheets
of Fournier forgeries (2010 P. 62) ; correspondence with New Glarus, Wisconsin (2010 P. 70) or other
settlements established by Swiss colonists in the New World (2009 P. 11) ; Swiss Post International's
operations (2010 P. 100) or restaurants in Britain serving good-quality Swiss dishes (2010 P. 84) ? (Ed.)
CORINPHILA AUCTIONS
This company's recent auctions proved to be a great success. Held in Zürich in late November/early
December last they covered a wide variety of material including much specialist and classic Swiss items.
I quote from their letter accompanying the List of Results : 'A study of the hammer prices achieved
confirms the excellent constitution of the market and the specialist position that Corinphila has in
philately............. 18.5M Swiss francs* was the total hammer price in our auctions in March and
December 2010 (It was one of the most successful years for the company since 1925) …....... Philately
is registering a considerable rise in demand. Collectors appreciate the significance of the stamp as a
valuable cultural artefact and there is high investment propensity in the market. 11 auction items alone,
holding valuable single stamps or rare covers from many and varied collecting areas, achieved results
over 100,000 francs*. …............ The good market trend opens the way to attractive chances in 2011.....
*all data includes buyers' premium but ex-VAT; EUR and USD exchange rates as at December 2010.'
Although they operate in the higher echelons of philately you may like to have a look at the prices
realised, particularly for the Swiss material. Details, including the List of Results, will be available to see
in the Society's Library. Their next international auction is on 6th - 10th September 2011 in Zürich. (Ed.)
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STUART R. MACKENZIE

A colleague has asked me if I could help in finding examples of a number of labels or poster stamps
related to the Swiss National Exhibition held in Bern from 15th May to 15th October 1914. He is editing
Volume 5 of the 'General Illustrated Catalogue of Exhibition and Event Poster Stamps (up to 1914)'. In all
forty seven labels are recorded. Although he has found copies of many of them, he needs several more
to complete his illustrations. If you have any of the 'missing labels' I would be most grateful if you could
send a colour scan(s) or any other offers of help to the Editor for onward transmission to me. Above is an
illustration of the likely layout of a typical page showing some labels and spaces for the illustration of
some of those missing. The other 'missing labels' are :
'Membre du Jury porte-timbre', Pen 1475 – Type 35; Multicoloured; Perforated.
'PKZ gold medal', Pen 1468 – Type 36; Black, green and gold; Perforated.
'Rolex gold medal' Pen 1470 – Type 37; Black, grey and red; Perforated.
'Chemische Fabrik Stalden', Pen 1447a (10 views) - Type 38; Green; Perforated.
'Mobelfabrik A. Pfluger', Pen 1447b (10 views) - Type 39; Black and green; Perforated.
'Sauer Automobile', Pen 1458 - Type 43; Multicoloured; Perforated.
'Zentralheizungsfabrik Gruppes 20 and 31', Pen 1459 - Type 44; Multicoloured; Perforated.
'A G Eisen und Stahlwerk', Pen 1460 - Type 45; Multicoloured; Perforated.
'Max Zeller Sohne'. Pen 1463 - Type 46; Gold and yellow; Imperf. and emb.
'Election Montres Selection', Pen 1472 – Type 47; Black, red and yellow; Perforated.
MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD
Our old friend, Michael, is still working hard to share his deep knowledge of Swiss philately. He has had
a two part article, “Guller & de Coppet: Zwei Schweizer Stempelpioniere”, published in the October and
November issues and 'Zähnungen und Lochungsarten bei Schweizer Briefmarken' in the December
2010 issue of Zumstein's “Berner Briefmarken Zeitung” – available from our Library. Although reducing
some of his commitments, he has still found time to answer queries from myself and fellow members
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1. Postage Due or Taxe Perçue/Réclamée
Covers struck with a handstamp: Taxe perçue or Taxe réclamée are not that common and the meaning of
these cancels is little understood. Michael Rutherfoord provided us with answers in the Newsletter some time
back (1996:pages 58-61) but it remains an area of Swiss postal history in need of a comprehensive review.
This short note simply outlines an interesting example.
The PTT introduced these advisory handstamps from c1940 onwards for use on under-franked, outgoing
international mail. Their purpose was to advise the delivering postal authority that ‘tax’ had already been
collected in the originating country. UPU regulations required the originating postal authority not to delay
forwarding such mail, which meant that they lost revenue. However, such loss could be avoided so long as
the envelope showed the sender’s name and address so that the post office could send a card to the sender,
advising them that their letter had been sent onwards despite a deficiency in postage. The sender was
required to affix stamps to the card, to the value of the shortfall, and return it to the post office to settle the
account. It is not clear if there was any way of enforcing such payment and the system appears to have called
for a degree of honesty on the part of the sender; but it was a cost-efficient way of collecting the deficiency
rather than losing it to the delivering postal authority.
The illustration on the next page (Fig. 1) shows an intriguing example of a cover that I acquired recently – and
how confusing this area of philately can be. It is a lightweight envelope posted from Lugano to Canada in April
1940. The sender was quite clever: he realised that the surface rate to New York was very cheap and that
surface mail, by default, was actually despatched by airmail – so he marked it to go by airmail only from New
York onwards and franked the letter accordingly. However, where he was not so clever was in checking the
weight of the letter: Lugano post office noted in violet crayon that it weighed 6 grams, hence it was in the
second tier for airmail postage. The correct postage should have been as follows:
•
Surface mail to New York, up to 20g: 30c
•
Airmail from New York to Vancouver @ 20c per 5g: 40c
•
Total franking required: 70c, hence a shortfall of 20c.
So what was the sequence of events?
Firstly, the postal clerk at Lugano weighed the letter and noted ‘Gr6’ in violet pencil, and struck the cover with
the large, outline-T handstamp indicating that the item was under-franked and tax (additional postage) was
due. He also noted in manuscript Boîte aux lettres meaning that the letter had been posted in a post box
rather than accepted over the post office counter, perhaps to avoid criticism. The stamps were cancelled with
cds LUGANO 1 LETTERE on 3rd April 1940 at 8pm and the letter was forwarded to the international transit
office in Chiasso. The transit office decided to treat the under-franked letter as for airmail, the rate being 30c
basic charge + 60c per 5g airmail surcharge, i.e. Fr1.50 total payable. They were also aware of the new ‘Taxe
perçue’ arrangements so annulled the hollow-T firstly in black crayon, then in violet pencil and struck the
cover with ‘Taxe réclamée fr.... c... CHIASSO 2’ handstamp, annotated with Fr1 to be collected from the
sender by way of a returnable postcard. Unfortunately there are no further transit or arrival marks but the
letter would have travelled by rail to Rome, thence by Ala Littoria to Lisbon and on to New York by Pan
American.
I am indebted to Michael Rutherfoord and Charles La Blonde for their help in unravelling some of these
mysteries. Charles offered the following footnote: ‘Why was there no British censorship in Bermuda? In early
1940 GB and USA were disputing the British right to inspect mail in Bermuda. Pan American, in a huff,
decided to bypass Bermuda and stop instead in the Azores. This cover would probably have been on Pan Am
Flight 112 that departed Lisbon on 15 April 1940, stopped in the Azores on 15 April and landed in New York La
Guardia Field on 16 April.’
Finally, an interesting aspect for postmark collectors is that Taxe perçue / réclamée handstamps were not
issued centrally: local post offices were left to procure handstamps themselves, leading to a great variety in
style and format. Any further contributions to this interesting area of study would be greatly appreciated.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Interested in International Offices ? (see next Southern Region meeting). The United Nations Postal Authority
is issuing two new definitives for use at the UN's Geneva Office. The two new stamps show colourful views of
the Palais des Nations by the UN's new Graphic Designer Scott Solberg – see http://unstamps.un.org
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2. Post-war Taxe Perçue from Germany and Hungary
Many thanks to C. K. Karsten for his comments (HPSN December 2010, Page 97) on my article in the
September Newsletter. In my article - an abridged version of the original display - I made passing reference to
these alternative circumstances that gave rise to use of these post-WW2 ‘Taxe perçue’ marks, but I was not
aware of the book on this subject. My example came from the sale of a substantial collection of covers with
similar German hand-stamps which are not uncommon.
Germany was not alone among the former Axis countries in having difficulty in supplying postage stamps, a
problem that caused post offices to rely on hand-stamping covers to show that postage had been pre-paid.
The illustration above (Fig. 2) shows a cover from Hungary, bearing a cds from late 1946, immediately after
the hyper-inflationary period. The cover was noted with two manuscript marks: ‘80’ for the postage payable in
fillér and ‘Droit perçue’ in blue crayon, backed-up with a red TAXE PERÇUE boxed handstamp, confirming
that postage had been paid in lieu of postage stamps. The Hungarian cachet is confirmed by a Swiss handstamp that I have not seen previously: ‘Gemäss Weisung der ungarischen Postwerwalteng nicht taxieren.
POSTAMT BUCHS St. G. 1’ - In accordance with instruction from the Hungarian post office, not to be taxed.
Buchs Post Office, St. Gallen 1. Buchs was the incoming transit office for mail from Austria and Hungary.
Have any members seen similar hand-stamps in respect of incoming mail from Germany of that period?
WHAT IS THE FUTURE FOR COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS ?
Quote from Swiss Post's 'Focus on Stamps' 4/2010 - 'From 3rd September 2010 special stamps ….. will also
be on sale in 78 PostShops at separate cash desks, not at the counters. This initiative is in response to the
wish of customers who like to give their postal items an individual impact with our miniature works of art. In
this way, the availability of our products in larger post offices can also be ensured.' This statement begs some
interesting questions, such as :
•
How many commemorative stamps (and definitive stamps) are being used on Swiss mail
these days, given the great increase in emails, the use of Swiss Post's printed labels and private
postal delivery services ?
•
The Swiss Post article suggests that the purpose of commemoratives is often now little
more than 'poster stamps' or a Xmas label. Are the vast majority of commemoratives simply satisfying
the collector market ? Will they continue to be produced for postal purposes ?
•
Good commercially used copies of recent commemoratives (and some definitives) on cover
are becoming more difficult to find (certainly for collectors abroad). Presumably print numbers for
each issue are well down on previous years ?
•
And how have these changes (in public behaviour) affected the sale of Pro Patria and Pro
Juventute stamps ? (ref. article in HPS Newsletter December 2010 Page 100).
Do you have any answers ? I'm sure many other Postal Authorities face similar quandaries. (Editor)
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FUTURE HPS SOCIETY MEETINGS
The Annual National Meeting – this key event on the Society's calendar is taking place on the weekend
of the 9th/10th April 2011 at the Old Swan Hotel in Harrogate – book now ! You are sure to enjoy it and
your fellow members are waiting to meet you. The next edition of the Newsletter will have a full Agenda
for the Society's Annual General Meeting which will take place during the Annual Meeting on the
Saturday afternoon (9th April).
David Hope writes : As usual the Annual Competitions will be judged by members attending the National
Meeting. The Moore Bowl is for Postal History Entries. The Helvetia Silver Cup is for any subject other
than Postal History. Competitors attending the National Meeting should simply bring their entry along.
Members who are not attending but wish to take part should send a colour photocopy of their entry to
reach me by Wednesday 6th April. If you are intending to mount a display just for members to enjoy, there
is no need to inform anyone in advance. Just bring it along. The more the merrier.
Northern Group - Unfortunately the Group's December meeting (a display by Tony Hoyle on 'Switzerland
1950 to 2010') had to be postponed due to the bad weather. Tony's presentation will now take place on
Saturday 5th February. The Chairman of the Group, Michael Proctor, will make the 'Chairman's
Presentation' on Saturday 5th March. Both meetings will commence at 2.00.p.m. in Corporation Mill,
Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire. Further details from David Hope – Tel. 0161 303 0091.
Southern Group – Saturday 26th February – 'International Offices' – Martin Mantell plus members'
contributions. Saturday 4th June 'Definitive Stamps of the 19th and 20th Centuries' – All Members. Both
meetings will commence at 10.30.a.m. at the Cricket Field House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury (on the
A36 heading west out of the city) – Web : www.cricketfieldhouse.co.uk. Further details from Fred
Hoadley : Tel. 01403 711987.
REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S MEETING – JANUARY 2011

DAVID HOPE

'More Sitting Helvetia perf.' was the title of David Whitworth's presentation, a follow up to the shorter
presentation he gave in 2010. He began by explaining the background to the issue. The paper with silk
threads used for the Strubels was too expensive plus perforating machines were now available and as a
result the Sitting Helvetia stamps were issued. David then showed examples of all the values issued
between 1862 and 1881 along with some colour trials and various shades as a result of new printings.
Included were a number of varieties, in particular double embossings. He pointed out that the stamps
were issued to post offices in half sheets and showed some examples. Finally this section finished with
the two types of the Ausser Kurs overprints and some examples of fake postmarks on the stamps. He
then showed a large number of covers illustrating the usage of the stamps singly, in multiples and in
combinations of different values. An interesting cover here was from Interlaken to Lauterbrunnen sent at
the local letter rate. However the distance was further and so the letter received 15c. postage due ( twice
the national rate less the amount already paid). Also here was a mixed franking of a 5c. Strubel with a
10c. Sitting Helvetia. These covers also illustrated the variety of postmarks in use at this period,
including straight lines, various sizes of circular date stamps and TPO cancellations. In the second round
David began with a variety of nachnahme covers showing the rates and stamps used. Finally came a
section on foreign destination mail. He pointed out that there was a variety of rates pre-UPU. For
example, to Great Britain it was 60c., then 50c. and finally 30c. after which it dropped further to 25c.
UPU rate. A notable item in this section was a 3c. on cover for the printed matter rate to Italy. This was a
very interesting presentation and led to much discussion. Those attending the national meeting at
Harrogate will be able to enjoy this presentation themselves.
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RÖLLI AUCTION
We have received a copy of the latest auction catalogue of Rölli- Schär AG for their Auction in Lucerne
on 3rd to 5th February 2011. Bids through the Internet will be possible. The 430 page, fully illustrated
catalogue will be placed in the Society's Library for reference. A wide variety of Swiss material is in the
Auction including the '5 Rappen Rayed Star' postage due discovered in 1979 by the late Heinz Katcher!
For further details of the auction house and its auction go to - www.roelliphila.ch
APEX PHILATELIC AUCTIONS
This auction house recently purchased the working stock of Leo Baresch Ltd. They have now published
a notice in their latest postal auction catalogue (for 13th January 2011) that they would be 'offering most
of Baresch's stock through our sales over the next 12 months, starting with the March postal sale.'
Contacts – Telephone : (0)1342 833413 or E-mail : admin@apexstamps.com
Meanwhile, Werner Gattiker, Baresch's former Managing Director, is promising his former clients that it is
not “good-bye” only “au-revoir”.
USEFUL PUBLICATIONS
The American Helvetia Philatelic Society's New Publication – Seven orders have been received from
HPS Members to date for the AHPS publication : 'The Philately of Switzerland : An Introductory
Handbook. If anyone else is interested in benefiting from the AHPS's offer of a favourable delivery rate,
please let the Editor know.
The “International Postage Meter Stamp Catalogue” can be found on the following website –
http;//en.wikibooks.org/wiki/International Postage Meter Stamp Catalog. It concentrates on the design of
the postage stamp element of metermarks rather than the slogan/picture element.
Details of Martin Baer's new five-volume catalogue of Swiss postcards can be found on the website :
www.mbtaxcards.ch/ An 18-page English version of the Preface can be viewed on
www.mbtaxcards.ch/download/PK-Handbuch_eng.pdf (Reported in 'Tell' January 2011).
A new book, 'Die Bildpostkarten der Schweiz 1924 – 1964', by Ernst Schlunegger has been published by
the Swiss Thematic and the Swiss Postal Stationery Societies. It lists and illustrates in colour all the
pictures that have appeared on Swiss postal stationery cards - 360 A5 pages, 1,600 illustrations. Price CHF 55.- (plus postage and packing).
Stanley Gibbons has produced the “Gibbons Stamp Monthly Archive Edition” on 5 DVDs. This gives you
access to some 40,000 pages of indexed articles with a key word search box for £199.95.
THE SVPS BULLETIN

ERIC LIENHARD

There were a number of interesting articles (in French, German) or Italian in the November/December
edition of this publication. They included :
The Society's Autumn Meeting Report – 5 pages in German and French.
'Swiss Postal Chronicle' – Karl Gebert (1 page). This can be downloaded from the SVPS website –
www.svps-ascep.ch Updates twice yearly by H. Vogt.
'Variations in IFS 2 Type10 Cancels' – Othmar Pignat (F - 2 pages).
'Did You Know ?' - G. Balimann (G – 1 page).
'Webstamp' – Othmar Pignat (F – 1 page).
'Razor Blade Cancel 6.04 Part 15' – Peter Schlatter (G – 5 pages).
'Types of Advertising' – Roberto Di Casola (I and G – 1 page).
'EMA Type 4G (Pitney Bowes 6300) Electronic Meter Marks'– Bernard Lachat (F - 2 pages).
'IFS' – Othmar Pignat (F - 1 page).
'Flag 1.51d -Xmas Presents – Buy and Post Early for Christmas' – Peter Klingelfuss (G - 3½ pages).
'Q' Bar-codes' – Othmar Pignat (F - 1 page).
'A Little of Everything' – Othmar Pignat (F - 2 pages).
G,F and I = German, French and Italian language.
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Between 1910 and 1937 (revived again in 1991) official Bundesfeier (National Festival) illustrated postal
stationery cards with imprinted stamps were produced. On 15th June 1938 the first Pro Patria stamp was
issued. This depicted William Tell Chapel on the lake of Lucerne (the lake of the four forest Cantons),
with the mountain, Uri Rothstock, in the background. The stamp was inscribed 'FÊTE NATIONALE
BUNDESFEIER FESTA NATIONALE 1938'.
On the introduction of the Pro Patria stamps, the Pro Patria organisation published official 'art postcards'
without imprinted stamps, to which the Pro Patria stamps or any Swiss postage stamps could be affixed.
These continued until 1960. What is little known is that privately produced Bundesfeier postcards without
imprinted stamps appeared long before this - above. I have a number of examples. Although the majority
are not dated, I have two which can be attributed to 1919 and 1920. These private cards are very varied
and collectable. Does anyone have a complete listing of them? More examples will appear next time.
NEWS FROM AMERICA
Income from the American Helvetia Philatelic Society's three postal auctions and 14 'circuit books' (the
equivalent of our 'packets') in 2009 amounted to over $2,000. A welcome addition to the Society's
coffers. Their membership in Autumn 2010 stood at 273.
Interesting articles in the January edition of 'Tell' included :
'1st August 1949: The 20c. Grimsel Dam Stamp' by Jean Pierre Vuilleumier (translated by Richard T. Hall)
and the third part of Hugo Ruoss's article 'Seldom Found on Cover – A Study of Early Swiss Airmail: A
Comprehensive Supplement – The Swiss Airmail Stamp 30 Rp (F1) with red overprint.' (translated by
George Struble and Ernest L. Bergman (first published in 2008 in the Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung).
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